Game Night: Connect 4

It is time to play a game!

First:

Grown-up reads

Then:

I play

Materials Needed:
- Connect 4 game

For Schedules:
- Paper
- Scissors
- Velcro
- Laminator
- Dry-erase marker
  (for check-off schedules)

Directions for Grown-ups:
1. Cut out the schedule and place on a velcroed board (for pull-off schedules) or laminate (for check-off schedules).

2. Optional: Refer to the How-To: Schedules (www.HANDSInAutism.iupui.edu/tools.html) for specific information on implementing the schedule.

3. Optional: Use the social narrative I Like to Play Games (Strategy in Practice series: www.HANDSInAutism.iupui.edu/tools.html) on winning and losing, if needed.

4. Have fun!
Time to Play Connect 4

Connect 4

1. Choose red or black checkers

2. Player with red checker goes first and puts a checker in the grid.

3. Player with black checker puts one in the grid.

4. Continue taking turns

5. The player who gets 4 in a row of their color first wins!
**Connect 4**

- Choose red or black checkers
- Player with red checker drops one red checker in blue grid
- Player with black checker drops one checker in blue grid
- Repeat dropping checkers in until there are 4 in a row of one color
- The first player to get 4 in a row of their color wins!